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Abstract—In present era, in brand selection we mainly depend on online reviews and review sites are more 

confronted with the spread of misinformation, i.e., opinion spam, which aims at promoting or damaging some 

target businesses, by misleading either human readers, or automated opinion mining and sentiment analysis 

systems.For this reason, in the last years, several data-driven approaches have been proposed to assess the 

credibility of user- generated content diffused through social media in the form of on-line reviews.Distinct 

approaches often consider different subsets of characteristics, i.e., features, connected to both reviews and 

reviewers, as well as to the network structure linking distinct entities on the review-site in exam.This article 

aims at providing an analysis of the main review and reviewer-centric features that have been proposed up to 

now in the literature to detect fake reviews, in particular from those approaches that employ supervised 

machine learning techniques. These solutions provide in general better results with respect to purely 

unsupervised approaches, which are often based on graph-based methods that consider relational ties in 

review sites.Furthermore, this work proposes and evaluates some additional new features that can be suitable 

to classify genuine and fake reviews. For this purpose, a supervised classifier based on Random Forests have 

been implemented, by considering both well-known and new features, and a large-scale labeled dataset from 

which all these features have been extracted. The good results obtained show the effectiveness of new 

features to detect in particular singleton fake reviews, and in general the utility of this study. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The social Web and the increasing popularity 

of social media have led to the spread of multiple 

kinds of content (i.e., textual, acoustic, visual) 

generated directly by users, the so called user-

generated content (UGC). By means of Web 2.0 

technologies, it is possible for every individual to 

diffuse contents on social media, almost without 

any form of trusted external control. This implies 

that there are no means to verify, a priori, the 

reliability of the sources and the believability of 

the content generated. In this context, the issue of 

assessing the credibility of the information 

diffused by means of social media platforms is 

receiving increasing attention fromresearchers. 

In particular, this issue has been deeply 

investigated in review sites, where the spread of 

misinformation in the form of opinion spam, and 

the negative consequences that it brings, are 

particularly harmful for both businesses and 

users. In this context, opinion spam detection 

aims at identifying fake reviews, fake comments, 

fake blogs, fake social network postings, 

deceptions, and deceptive messages [1], and to 

make them readily recognizable. Detection 

techniques to identify fake reviews have been 

proposed in particular for specific review sites 

such as TripAdvisor1 or Yelp, 2 where users’ 
reviews have a powerful effect on people visiting 

the Website for advice. Therefore, a 

recommendation of a product or a service such as 

a restaurant or a hotel based on false information 

can have detrimentalconsequences. 

Most approaches that have been proposed so 

far to detect fake reviews in these social media 

platforms rely on supervised machine learning 
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techniques and on distinct characteristics, i.e., 

features, connected to the reviews and/or the 

reviewers who generated them. It has been 

shown in the literature that their usage can lead 

to an effective identification of suspicious 

contents and/or reviewers’behaviors, and 

consequently of misinformation [2]. 

Recent approaches have suggested the 

additional use of features that consider the social 

structure of the network underlying  the 

considered review site. These approaches, which 

are often based on unsupervised graph based  

methods,  usually provide worse performance 

with respect to supervised solutions. On the other 

hand, supervised approaches too present some 

issues. First, available solutions have often 

considered a small set of features, or distinct 

classes of features separately; second, they have 

been evaluated on small datasets extracted from 

the well-known review sites previously cited. 

Thus, the proposed solutions are in most of the 

cases partial, orreview-site-dependent. 

Considering the variety of features that have 

been proposed and used separately by supervised 

approaches, the goal of this article is to provide a 

feature analysis illustrating the most suited and 

general review- and reviewer-centric features 

that can be employed in the review site context to 

detect fake reviews. Among these features, some 

are well-known and taken from the 

literature,others are new and constitute a further 

contribution of the paper. To evaluate the utility 

of this set of features in classifying genuine and 

fake reviews, a supervised classifier based on a 

well-known machine learning technique has been 

implemented. With respect to the literature, a 

publicly available large-scale and general 

dataset from the Yelp.com review site has been 

considered. This allows to provide more 

significant results with respect to the contribution 

of each feature taken 

singularlyandofgroupsoffeatures.Inparticular,thei

mportantcontributionofaspecificgroupoffeaturesi

nanalyzing 

thecredibility of the so called singleton reviews 

has emerged. The promising results obtained 

show the effectiveness and the possible utility of 

the feature analysis illustrated in this article. 

II. RELATEDWORK 

In the last few years, depending on the 

context, researchers have proposed many 

different approaches to tackle the issue of the 

assessment of the credibility of the information 

diffused through social media [2]. Historically, 

the concept of credibility has been in turn 

associated with believability, trustworthiness, 

perceived reliability, expertise, accuracy, and 

with numerous other concepts or combinations of 

them [3]. 

According to Fogg and Tseng [4], credibility 

is a perceivedquality of the information receiver, 

and it is composed of multiple dimensions. 

Different characteristics can be connected to: (i) 

the source of information, (ii) the information 

itself, i.e., its structure and its content, and (iii) 

the media used to disseminate information [5]. It 

has been demonstrated that, when considering 

these characteristics in terms of credibility, the 

impact of the delivery medium can change the 

perception that people have about sources of 

information and information itself [3], [5]. For 

this reason, one important question to be tackled 

nowadays is whether new media in the digital 

realm introduce new factors that may concur to 

credibility assessment [6],[7]. 

In the Social Web, evaluating information 

credibility deals with the analysis of the user-

generated content [8], the authors’ 
characteristics, and the intrinsic nature of social 

media platforms, i.e., the social relationships 

connecting the involved entities. These 

characteristics, namely features, can be simple 

linguistic features associated with the text of the 

UGC, they can  beadditionalmeta-data features 

associated for example with the content of a 

review or a tweet, they can also be extracted 
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from the behavior of the users in social media, 

i.e., behavioral features, or they can be 

connected to the user profile (if available). 

Furthermore, different approaches have taken 

into consideration product-based features, in the 

case of review sites  where products and/or 

services are reviewed, or have considered social 

features, which exploit the network structure and  

the relationships connecting entities in social 

media platforms [9],[10]. 

In the last years, several approaches have 

been proposed to assess in an automatic or semi-

automatic way the credibility of information in 

the Social Web; in particular, the most 

investigated tasks have been the identification of: 

(i) opinion spam in review sites [9], (ii) fake 

news in microblogging sites [11], and (iii) 

potentially harmful/inaccurate online health 

information [12]. In general, the majority of 

these approaches focus on data-driven 

techniques, which classify UGC with respect to 

credibility by employing different models. 

With regard to opinion spam detection, and in 

particular to fake review detection, which is the 

focus of  

this paper, the approaches that have produced 

the best results are generally based on supervised 

or semi-supervised machine learning techniques 

that take into account both review- and reviewer 

centric features. The first approaches were purely 

linguistic, in the sense that they employed simple 

textual featuresextracted from the text of 

reviews, often in the form of unigrams and/or 

bigrams [13], [14], [15], [16]. Other linguistic 

approaches have proposed generative classifiers 

based on language models [17], [18]. It has been 

demonstrated by Mukherjee et al. in [19] that 

focusing only on linguistic features is not 

effective to detect fake reviews from real 

datasets, since it is practically impossible for a 

human reader to distinguish between credible 

and not credible information by simply reading 

it, especially in an era where the skills in writing 

false reviews are constantly improving [20]. 

For this reason, more effective multi-feature-

based approaches have been proposed, which 

employ several features of different nature in 

addition to simple linguistic ones, either by 

applying supervised or semi-supervised machine 

learning [1], [19], [21], or by implementing the 

Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) 

paradigm [22]. These approaches usually focus 

on small labeled datasets for evaluation 

purposes, constituted in most of the cases by 

‘near ground truth’ data [9]. 

They usually avoid to consider features that 

are extracted from the social ties constituting the 

network of entities (e.g., users, products, 

reviews) considered by the review site. On the 

contrary, this kind of features is often utilized 

(together with the other features previously 

described) by graph-based approaches [23], [24]. 

These latter approaches are in most of the cases 

unsupervised, even if sometimes they can be 

coupled with a supervised learning phase on a 

limited number of classification labels [25]. With 

respect to supervised approaches, totally 

unsupervised solutions generally provide slightly 

worst results [2], [9], [20]. 

This paper, by considering the effectiveness 

of supervised solutions, discusses and analyzes 

on a general level the most appropriate review- 

and reviewer-centric features that have been 

proposed so far in the literature to detect fake 

reviews; moreover, it proposes some new features 

suitable for this aim, in particular to detect 

singleton fake reviews, an issue that has not yet 

received the attention it deserves. To avoid the 

problem of the limited size of the labeled 

datasets considered up to now by the literature, 

two large-scale publicly-available datasets 

presented in [25] have been employed for 

evaluationpurposes. 

III. FEATUREANALYSIS 
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As briefly introduced in Section II, many and 

different are the features that have been 

considered so far in the review site context to 

identify fake reviews. In some cases, features 

belonging to different classes have been 

considered separately by distinct approaches. In 

other cases, the employed features constitute a 

subset of the entire set of features that could be 

taken into account; furthermore, new additional 

features can be proposed and analyzed to tackle 

open issues not yet considered, for example the 

detection of singleton fake reviews. For these 

reasons, in this section we provide a global 

overview of the various features that can be 

employed to detect fake reviews. Both 

significant features taken from the literature and 

new features proposed in this article are 

considered. Since the most effective approaches 

discussed in the literature are in general 

supervised and consider review- and reviewer-

centric features, these two classes will be 

presented in the following sections. The choices 

behind the selection of the features belonging to 

the above mentioned classes will be detailed 

along each section. When the features are taken 

from theliterature, they will be directly referred 

to the original paper where they have been 

initially proposed. The absence of the reference 

will denote those features that have been widely 

used by almost every proposed technique. 

Finally, the presence of the label denoted by 

[new] will indicate a feature proposed for the first 

time in this article. A. Review- centric Features 

The first class of features that have been 

considered, is constituted by those related to a 

review. They can be extracted both from the text 

constituting the review, i.e., textual features, and 

from meta-data connected to a review, i.e., meta- 

data features. In every review site, the time 

information regarding the publication of the 

review, and the rating (within some numerical 

interval) about the reviewed business are 

metadata, are always provided. In addition, in 

relation to metadata features, those connected to 

the cardinality of the reviews written by a given 

user must be carefully studied. In fact, a large 

part of reviews are singletons, i.e., there is only 

one review written by a given reviewer in a 

certain period of time (this means that in the 

useraccount there is only one review at the time 

of the analysis). For this kind of reviews, specific 

features must be designed. In fact,  as it will be 

illustrated in the following, many of the features 

that have been proposed in the literature are 

based on some statistics over several reviews 

written by the same reviewer. In the case of 

singletons, these features loose their relevance in 

assessing credibility. 

Therefore, the definition of suitable features 

that are effective for detecting also singleton 

fakereviews becomes crucial. 1) Textual 

Features: as briefly illustrated in Section II, it is 

practically impossible to distinguish between 

fake and genuine reviews by only reading their 

content. The analysis provided by Mukherjee et 

al. in [19] has shown that the KL-divergence 

between the languages employed by spammers 

and non spammers in Yelp is very subtle. 

However, the good results obtained in [26] by 

using linguistic features on a domain specific 

dataset (i.e., a Yelp’s dataset containing only 

New Yorkjapanese restaurants), show that at 

least on a domain specific level, textual features 

can be useful. It is possible to use Natural 

Language Processing techniques to extract 

simple features from the text, and to use as 

features some statistics and some sentiment 

estimations connected to the use of thewords. 

• Text: several approaches employ as textual 

features both unigrams and bigrams extracted 

from the text of reviews,as illustrated in 

SectionII. 

• Text statistics: several statistics on the review 

content have been proposed as features by Li 

et al. in[21]: 

– Number of words, i.e., the length of the 
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review in terms ofwords; 

– Ratio of capital letters, i.e., the number of 

words containing capital letters with respect to 

the total number of words in the review; 

– Ratio of capital words, i.e., considering the 

words where all the letters areuppercase; 

– Ratiooffirst person pronouns,e.g.,‘I’, 
‘mine’,‘my’,etc.;  

– Ratio of ‘exclamation’ sentences, i.e., ending 

with the symbol‘!’. 
 

• Sentimentevaluations: 

– Subjectivity, i.e., a number representing the 

proportion of subjective words (expressing 

sentiment, judgment) as opposed to objective 

(descriptive) words. 

2) Meta-data Features: these kinds of features 

are extracted from the meta-data connected to 

reviews, or they can be generated by reasoning 

on the reviews’ cardinality with respect to the 

reviewer and the entity reviewed. 

• Basicfeatures: 

– Rating, i.e., the rating attributed in the 

review to the entity, in the form of some 

numerical value belonging to a given interval 

(e.g., 1-5‘stars’); 
– Ratingdeviation[27],i.e.,thedeviationoftheeval

uation provided in 

thereviewwithrespecttotheentity’saveragerati

ng; 

– Singleton [25], i.e., it indicates the fact that 

the review is the only one provided by a reviewer 

in a given period of time (e.g., aday). 

These basic features rely on some simple and 

intuitive heuristics. A fake review tends to 

contain a more ‘extreme’ rating with respect to 

genuine reviews, thus implying that the rating 

deviation from the entity’s average rating is 

higher; furthermore, a singleton review provided 

by a user could indicate that s/he is not 

particularly involved in the review site 

community, which constitutes a possible 

indication of unreliability. 

• Burst features: it is said that reviews for an 

entity are ‘bursty’ when there is a sudden 

concentration of reviews in a time period. These 

review bursts can be either due to sudden 

popularity of the entities reviewed or to spam 

attacks. Since it has been proven that reviews in 

thesame 

burst tend to have the same nature [28], it is 

possible to easily identify groups of fake reviews 

by analyzing the nature of the burst. Two burst 

detection studies have been described in [27], 

[28]. Taking inspiration from the just cited 

works, in this paper several features considering 

burstinesshave been introduced. These features 

are related to the time window in which a review 

has been posted, relatively to a given reviewed 

entity. Basically, a review is more likely to be 

fake if it is posted on a day when the number of 

reviews is abnormally high, and when the 

average rating associated with an entity in a 

review (in a specific time window) varies 

significantly with respect to the entity’s average 

rating (in general it decreases, for example 

passing from 3.5/5 to 2/5). 

This assumption is valid for every kind of 

review, but it has proved to be particularly 

effective in boosting the detection of singleton 

fake reviews, which is particularly difficult 

without considering burstiness. With respect to 

the literature, the following new features have 

been considered: 

– Density [new], i.e., the number of reviews for 

a given entity on a given day ofpublication; 

– Mean rating deviation [new], i.e., the 

deviation of the average rating of an entity on the 

considered day with respect to the entity’s 

average rating (ingeneral); 

– Deviation from the local mean [new], i.e., 

the numerical evaluation if the rating assigned to 

a given entity in a review is close to the average 

rating assigned on the consideredday; 

– Early time frame [27], i.e., the amount of 

time it takes before the first review on a given 
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entity is posted. In fact, often spammers review 

early to increase the impact of their (false) 

opinions on theaudience. 

B. Reviewer-centric Features 

This group of features is composed of features 

related to the reviewers’ behavior. This way, it is 

possible to go beyond the content and meta-data 

associated with a review, which are limited for 

classification, and considering the behavior of 

users in general in writing reviews. 

1) Textual Features: when considering 

reviewers’ behavior, textual features are 

employed to address the problem of review 

duplication, which has been mentioned and 

studied in several research papers [1], [29], [30]. 

Specifically, the following textual features have 

been taken from[31]: 

• Maximum Content Similarity (MCS), i.e., the 

evaluation of the maximum similarity over the 

user’sreviews; 

• Average Content Similarity (ACS), i.e., the 

evaluation of the average similarity over the 

user’sreviews; 

• Word number average, i.e., the average 

number of words that the user utilizes in her/his 

reviews. Users who duplicate their reviews will 

have a really high MCS. This can be considered 

as a suspicious behavior. Content similarity is 

expressed by means of the cosine similarity 

between the bag-of-words representations of the 

user’s reviews. 

2) Rating Features: they are based on some 

aggregation, for each considered reviewer, of the 

information concerning the ratings and/or the 

reviews s/heprovided: 

• Total number ofreviews; 

• Ratios [27], i.e., the ratio of negative, 

positive, and ‘extreme’ reviews (i.e., whose 

rating corresponds to the extremes of the 

considered ratinginterval); 

• Average deviation from entity’s average 

[31], i.e., the evaluation if a user’s ratings 

assigned in her/his reviews are often very 

different from the mean of an entity’s rating (far 

lower forinstance); 

• Rating entropy [25], i.e., the entropy of rating 

distribution of user’s (entity’s)reviews; 

• Rating variance [new], i.e., the squared 

deviation of the rating assigned by a user with 

respect to the ratings mean. The variance as a 

rating feature has been added to further describe 

how the ratings for a particular user 

aredistributed. 

3) Temporal Features: they are based on 

the temporal information that further 

describes how the ratings are distributed 

over thetime: 

• Activity time of the user [31], i.e., the 

difference of timestamps of the last and first 

reviews for a givenreviewer; 

• Maximum rating per day [25], i.e., the 

maximum rating provided by a reviewer in 

the consideredday; 

• Date entropy [25], i.e., the temporal gap in 

days between consecutive pairs or reviews; 

• Date variance [new], i.e., the squared 

deviation of the timestamps in which a user post 

her/his reviews with respect to the timestamps 

mean. The variance as a temporal feature has 

been added to further describe how the reviews 

for a particular user are distributed over 

timewindows. 

IV. SUPERVISED CLASSIFICATION 

The classifier has been implemented to 

evaluate the impact of distinct features and set of 

features on the classification, and the overall 

performance that can be achieved. This 

constitutes an important part of the work, as it 

shows the impact of several kinds of features on 

a large-scale dataset, whereas many papers 

present only a small subset of these features, and 

evaluate them on small or review-site-dependent 

datasets, making it hard to assess their relative 

importance. 

Conclusion 

In the last years, the issue of how to assess the 
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credibility of social media information and in 

particular how to identify opinion spam in 

review sites has received increasing attention by 

researchers. Usually, the approaches to fake 

review detection are based on data-driven 

methods that consider several features associated 

with reviews, reviewers, and the network 

structure of the social network that can be used 

to classify reviews in terms of their credibility. 

Supervised classifiers are in general more 

effective, and usually employ reviewand 

reviewer-centric features. Unsupervised 

classifiers are in most of cases based on graph-

based models, and focuses on the social ties 

underlying the review site in exam (together with 

other kinds of features). Unsupervised solutions 

are in general less effective, but have the 

advantage that they do  not need labeled datasets 

for training. Supervised solutions, on the 

contrary, have proven their effectiveness with 

respect to too small or review-site-dependent 

labeled datasets, and with respect to small subsets 

of features among the ones that have been 

proposed in general in theliterature. 

In this article, focusing on the effectiveness of 

supervised classification, a feature analysis has 

been performed, in order to summarize the main 

review- and reviewer-centric features that are 

suited for fake review detection, and to propose 

new features that can be particularly useful to 

detect singleton reviews. To evaluate the impact 

of these features, a supervised classifier  

basedonRandom Forests has beendeveloped. 

To avoid the issues connected to the limited 

volume of available ground truths, a publicly 

available large-scale and general labeled dataset 

has been employed for evaluation purposes. The 

promising results obtained witness the utility of 

the proposed study. 
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